RoboFoam looks at the increasingly expanding category of foam-based materials and engages with ubiquitous expandable foam, which is characterized by a high degree of non-linearity. The capacities of this material were extended by the introduction of the extreme precision of algorithmic design and robotic production. Multi-agent systems and computational physics simulations were employed and woven into a design space. Aesthetic, thermal and structural capacities are mined from the interplay of noise and accuracy. The project deals with the tension between the extreme control of the robotic machine and the noisy and unpredictable behavior of the material.
3. Space Formation Studies in order to Generate a High-resolution Fabric of Architecture

4. Material Deposition Detail
The project examines the evolvement of the uncertainty in the design process resulting in an integrated and resilient structure that emerges from local conditions and possesses the ability to create global patterns and emerging forms. The project synthesis is developed through a constant feedback loop between the algorithmic design, the material research and the fabrication process where each one informs the other during the process. The result is a dynamic and volatile system that negotiates between the high articulation of the material behavior and the inconsistent manipulation of structural formation. In order to generate a high-resolution heterogeneous structure, the design process initiates by introducing specific aspects of performance, aesthetics and material behavior on space formation studies. The system works simultaneously at a macro- and micro-scale articulating the high resolution of materiality, enabling an evolving resilient fabric of architecture and generating new synthetic landscapes.
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Combination of Two Different Material Fabrics